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This paper develops an explicit approximate method of solving the integral 
equation 
(*I f(x) = jrnhh - t)f(t)dt +&h x > 0, 
0 
where g(x), h,(x) E L’(R) A La(R), f  (x) = g(x) = 0 if x < 0. The approximate 
solution depends upon 2 parameters, h > 0 and k E (0, 1). It is shown that if 
(*) has a unique solution, then as h + Of and k + l-, the approximate solution 
converges to the unique solution whenever a unique solution f  E L1(R) n L2(R) 
exists for every given g ELI(R) n L’(R), provided that 
hx 1 H(ih + gk)l” + 
s 
I WY dx 
6 R 
as h + Of, where H(x) is the Fourier transform of $(t). An example is given 
which illustrates the application of the method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Currently there is considerable interest in Wiener-Hopf integral equations. 
However, there appear to exist very few effective methods of solving such 
equations, as pointed out by Noble [ll], Carrier, Krook and Pearson [15]. 
It is the purpose of this paper to develop an effective method of solving 
the equation 
fW = ,y 4(x - W(t) d +&a x > 0, (l-1) 
forf(x), where g, h, ELI(R) n.P(R), and wheref(x) =g(x) = 0 if x < 0. 
* This research was carried out in part at the Department of Mathematics of the 
University of Utah, and in part at the Centre de Recherches Mathematiques of the 
University of Montreal. 
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Let T = {eis : 0 < 0 < 2z-), and let U = (2 : 1 z I < 1). Recently Douglas 
and Rudin [2] showed that, given any functiong which is essentially1 bounded 
on T and given any E > 0, there exist functions 4(x) and z&z), both of which 
are analytic in U, such that 
a.e. on T, and such that 
(l-2) 
(1.3) 
a.e. on T. In [7], the author obtained a constructive proof of this result and 
applied it towards obtaining an approximate solution of (1.1). However, the 
method developed in [7] is not very suitable for solving (1.1) since the approx- 
imation scheme was derived for U and then extended to the upper half 
plane, Sz, , by use of the transformation 5 = - (1 - x)/( 1 + .z). Here and 
henceforth 
Q+={z=x+iy:y>O} 
52-=iLi2+, (1.4) 
where Sz denotes the entire complex plane, and o+ the closure of a+ . In 
addition, many evaluations of elliptic functions were required for the approx- 
imate method developed in [7], and no proof of convergence was given. 
These difficulties are avoided in the present paper, in which the explicit 
approximate factorization is carried out directly for Q+ . 
In Section 2 of the paper, we explicitly construct an approximate character- 
istic function xj for the interval ( jh, jh + h) on the real line R, where j is an 
integer and h > 0 is arbitrary. This approximate characteristic function is 
real on R and meromorphic on 52, except for 2 essential singularities atjh and 
jh + h. The function x9 also depends on a parameter k E (0, 1) and it has the 
property that for x E R, xj + x9* as k ---f 1, where xj* = 1 on (j/z, jh + h), 
xj* = 0 on R - [jk,jk + h]. 
Let 1 <p < co (p = CO) and let D(R) denote the set of all complex 
valued measurable2 functions H defined on R such that 
l 1 g(e@)l Q m < CO a.e. on T. 
* Measurability is with respect to Lebesque measure. 
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The set Lp(R) is normed by 
Let lp denote the set of all complex sequences a = {ai>;=-, such that 
The set lp is normed by 
(II a Illm = syp I aj I; p = CO). (1.6) 
In Section 3, we prove that if H ELP(R) and if 
H*(x) = C HP + $4 xj*(x> 
j 
converges to H in Lp(R), as h --) 0+, i.e., if 11 H - H* ljD + 0 as h --+ O+, then 
the function Cj H(jh + ih) xi(x) also converges to H(x) in D’(R) as h -+ Of 
and K -+ I-, where xj(x) is the approximate characteristic function constructed 
in Section 2. 
In Section 4 we consider a function H(x) which is the Fourier transform 
of a function h,(t) ELl(R) f? L2(R). W e assume that there exist functions 
H+ , H- eL2(R) such that 1 + H+(z) (1 + H-(z)) is analytic in Q+ (Q-), 
continuous, bounded and #O in D+ (&) such that 
(1 - H)-’ = (1 + H+) (1 + He) 
everywhere on R. We assume that Ci H(jh + $h) xi* converges to H in 
L2(R) as h -+ O+, where xj* is defined as in the above paragraph, and we 
approximate (1 - H)-l on R by 
1 + K = eXp - c lOg[l 
I j 
- H(.ih + #)I d3/ * 
We then prove that if h > 0 is sufficiently small, and if k E (0, 1) is sufficiently 
close to 1, there exist unique functions K+ , K- E L2(R) n L*(R) such 
that 1 + K+(Z) (1 + K(Z)) is analytic and # 0 on sZ+(Q-), such that 
1 f K+(Z + a) (1 + K-(X - ij~)) is uniformly bounded on {x + @ : y 3 8} 
for each 8 > 0, and such that the product (1 + K+) (1 + K-) = 1 + K a.e. 
on R. Moreover, the functions K+ and K- satisfy 11 H+ - K+ [I9 -+ 0, 
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(1 HP - K- llD --f 0 as (h, k) - (04, l-) for all p E [2, 81. Notice that we 
deviate from the usual case (see e.g. [4]) in that we do not require the bound- 
edness and nonvanishing of the factors 1 + K+ and 1 + K- on R. 
In Section 5 we explicitly construct the factors 1 + K+ and 1 + K- referred 
to in the above paragraph. This enables us to explicitly construct an approx- 
imate solution f (a) of the problem (1. l), for the case when a unique solution 
fexists. We then show that IIf -f ca) jja + 0 as h ---f 0+ and R---f l-. We also 
consider the special case k = 1, and we construct a quadrature scheme for 
numerically computing the approximate solution in this case. 
In Section 6, we do a numerical example illustrating the theory developed. 
In Section 7, the concluding one, we point out some areas of possible 
further work on the approximate solution of Wiener-Hopf integral equations. 
2. AN APPROXIMATE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION 
Let I denote an open interval on the real line R, and let J denote its closure. 
The following result may be readily verified. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T > 1 and let u be a real-valuedfunction such that 
‘= ;I,. I on I on R-J. 
Then the function 
is analytic in Sz, , and satisfies 
for all z E Q+ , and 
if XEI if XER- J. 
(2.3) 
If  I = (a, b), then we can explicitly evaluate the integral in (2.2), to obtain 
V(Z) = exp I 210gr 7 log [A ,/z] - log r/ . (2.5) 
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We note here that if p > 0 but p is otherwise arbitrary, the function 
v(z) = exp I 210gr 7n’ 1% [P (A)] - 1% j (2.6) 
also satisfies (2.3) and (2.4). 
Henceforth, we shall use the following standard notations for elliptic 
functions. If 0 < k < 1, then 
z = A-n u = m(u; k) + u = u(z) = 1; 1/(1- t2;(l _ k2t2) , 
K = K(k) = u(l), K’ = K(vqi=F)), (2.7) 
k’ = 
We shall also use the functions m(u) and &z(u) [l, p. 191. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 
The function 
Y = exp[rK/(ZK’)]. cw 
w = sn 
I 
$ log 5; k] (2.9) 
maps the annulus 
A = {g : y-l < I 5 I < r} 
onto the w-plane minus the slits 
(2.10) 
s,= w:-+w<-1, 
t I 
s,= w:l<w<i. 
1 I 
(2.11) 
As 5 --+ r-leis, w 4 w1 E S,; as 5 -+ reie, w---f w2 E S2 . Moreover, w(f) is 
analytic in A except for simple poles at 4 = f- i. 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that [3, p. 1921 the function 
u = sn 
[ 
E log 6; k] 
7r 
(2.12) 
maps the region 
(r-2 < I E I < r”} (2.13) 
conformally onto the w-plane minus the slits S, and S, given by (2.11). 
Furthermore, u has a simple pole at .$ = - 1. As t---f r-2eie, u -+ ur E S,; 
as ~-+r2eie,u-+u2~S2. 
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We shall now use the function w(z) in (2.9) and the function v(z) in (2.6) 
to construct a sequence of approximate characteristic functions, one for each 
interval (jh, jh + h) on R, where h > 0, and j :; 0, & 1, & 2 ,... . Upon 
substituting V(Z) in (2.6) for 5 in (2.9) we have 
LEMMA 2.3. The function 
&(z) = sn [$ log (” i ?I; “) - K + iK’] (2.14) 
has the following properties : 
(4 x E (jkjh + h) * +j(x) E L l/4, 
(b) x E R i [jh,jh + h] 3 &j(x) E [- l/k, - 11. 
(2.15) 
We now use the function &(x) given by (2.14) to construct an approximate 
characteristic function x$(z). This function is given by 
Xj(X) = 7 [l + k&(z)]. (2.16) 
As a consequence of the previous lemma, we have 
THEOREM 2.4. The function xj(z) defined by (2.16) has the following prop- 
erties : 
(4 x E (jh,jh + h) * xj(x) E [(h: + h-*)/2, A-+], 
(b) x E R - [jh,jh + h] * xj(x) E [0, (h-i - h+)/2]. 
(2.17) 
3. APPROXIMATION IN Lp(R), 1 < p < 00 
We start this chapter by proving some properties of the approximate 
characteristic function xj(x), which was constructed in Section 2. These 
properties will enables us to prove Theorem 3.6 below. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let c satisfy 
O<c<max -J-l-‘+ 
I 
1 
3rq’qt’6’ I 
Then for all x E A, such that 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
1 
2j + 1 - 2x/h G cJ 
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the function xi(x) dejined in (2.16) satisfies 
I xdx>l d 
32&W*(l -P)+K. 
7T3(1 - c2)2 / 2j + 1 l- 2x/h 12 * (3.3) 
In particular, xi(x) E Lp(R) for all p > 1. 
Proof. Let us set 
1 
“=2j+1-2.+* 
Then 
Hence if 
then 
x-jh-h lfv 
x-jh =G’ 
lvl bc<l, 
Upon choosing j such that (3.6) is satisfied, then by (3.5), we have 
x-jh-h 
x-jh )I 
(3.4) 
(35) 
(3.6) 
(3.8) 
Now if u is real, then [ 1, p. 241 
sn(iz4; k) = itn(z4; k’), 
where [I, p. 3061 
(3.9) 
2K’ 
tn(u; k’) = - tan g ii1 I: T- $1;: 
L 
1 - 2p2m cos $& + p”” 
7r 1 + 2p 
2nz cos gt -kP”” 
I9 
and where 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Upon setting 
u=$log(s ,‘“,“), (3.12) 
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we find, using Lemma 2.3(b), that if x E R, then 
1 < I sn%(- iu - K + iK’)l < & . 
Upon combining this with the result [l, p. 201 that for all w, 
sn2w + cn2w = 1, 
we find that, when x E R, 
-- 
1 cn(- iu -K + iK’)l < dl - k2/R. (3.13) 
If IL is real, then the infinite product on the right of (3.10) is clearly bounded 
by nz=, [(l + p”“),/(l - Pan)]“. Now if (3.1) is satisfied, then 4 3 3. Using 
(2.7) and (3.1 l), we find that, when 4 is in this range, we must have p < I+, 
and consequently, 
Also, if z ) u 1/(2K’) < m/4, then 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
and this inequality is certainly satisfied if (3.1) and (3.2) hold. Using (3.9), 
(3.10), (3.8) and (3.15), we find, therefore, that 
1 dn( - iu - K + iK’)I = 1 sn(- iu)l 
(3.16) 
Upon integrating the identity ([ 1, p. 25]), 
d 
deumw 
= cnw dnw (3.17) 
from - iu - K + iK’ to - K + iK’, and using (3.8), (3.13), (3.14), and 
(3.16), we find that, if (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, then 
I Xitx>l =$Isn(-iu-K+iK’)-sn(-K+iK’)i 
~ 32 ti k-+(1 - K”)+ K2 (3.18) 
+3(1 - $92 1 v  12, 
which is just (3.3). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let xj* be deJned on R by 
Xi”(X) = &! x&h (3.19) 
where xi(x) is defined in (2.16). If 6 > 0 isJixed, and ifs is any integer such that 
j sh - xh 1 < 6, then 
B(k) 
I xiw - Xj*wl G 1 + (j _ s)2 P (3.20) 
where /I(k) is independent of x, j and h, and where B(k) = 0((1 - k)*) as 
k+ l-. 
Proof. Using the asymptotic estimate 
K = - (+) log( 1 - k) + o(log( 1 - k)) 
as k -+ I- ([I, p. ll]), we obtain (3.20) directly from Theorem 2.4 and 
Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u(k) be defined by 
a(k) = 6k-+(l - k)t K. (3.21) 
If (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, then 
(3.22) 
a.e. on R. 
Proof. Let j,, be the smallest integer such that 2j, - 1 > 2x/h. Then 
jgjo (2j + 1 !- - 2x/h)2 ‘?k 3>30 c. 12j-I’--2x/h 2j + 1 1 - 2x/h 
(3.23) 
1 1 
= ?f 2j,, - 1 - 2x/h . 
I f  (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, then it follows by (3.23) that 
(3.24) 
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Also, there are at most3 [l + l/c] integersj such that 1 2i + 1 - 2x/h j c < 1. 
Using Theorem 3.4(a) and (b), we, therefore, have 
l- (3.25) 
Upon combining (3.3), (3.23), and (3.24), we therefore have 
(3.26) 
an inequality which holds for all c subject to (3.1) and (3.2). We now replace c 
by 6 in both the numerator of the first term and the denominator of the second 
term on the right of (3.26). Upon taking 
c = (1 - k)+ d(7/6)+ 
9K ’ 
we obtain 
1 1 - c x&4 j G 
18(7/6)+ (3)+ k-+(1 - k)’ K 
5 n-s 
The inequality (3.22) now follows from (3.28). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let b(k) be defined by 
w = $ (&)1’(2y) R-$(1 - A)” K, p 3 1. 
If (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied, then the quantity 
d, = ( jR j xj(hx) - Xj*(hx)lp dx)lip 
satisJies 
4 d W. 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
Proof. Let us split up the line R into two subsets, Ii and R - Ij , where 
Ii = {x : * (2i + 1 - l/c) < x < 4 (2j + 1 + l/c)}. (3.32) 
3 Here [1 + l/c] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to 1 + l/c. 
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Over Ij , we bound 1 xi - xj* 1 by (K-t - K*)/2, since by Theorem 2.4, 
I xj - xj* I Q w - w/2 a.e. on R. Over R - 4 , we replace 1 x3 - xi* 1 
by the right of (3.3), with x replaced by x/z. Thus, using Minkowski’s inequal- 
ity, we have 
4 B ( j,, I x&J - xi*WIP d$” 
+ (j,,, I Xi(W - xi*Pw dJqiy 
d c-1,p (h-i - Id) + 64W(l - K)+ K 2c l’p 
2 7?(1 - 8)s ~ (2*- 1) * 
Taking 
c-l,p = (WW 2: *) (&yc2*) (1 -K)-: K 
we get (3.31). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let p 2 1 and let 
a = {aj)~-m E 19 b = {bi}j”,m.,, E P. 
Then 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Proof. For the cases> = 1, andp = 00, the proof is trivial. I f  1 < p < co 
we have by HGlders inequality, that 
where 
1 ,&$. 
P 
(3.36) 
I f  we now interchange the order of summation, we obtain (3.35). 
40913713-I 1 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let 1 < p < co, let HE Lp(R), and let 
11 H - H* IiD -+ 0 
as h -+ O+, where 
H*(x) = c H(jh + %A) x,*(x) 
j 
and where xj* is defined in (3.19). Then 
11 H - Hta) &, + 0 
as (h, 12) + (0+, l-), where 
H(“)(x) = c H(jh + ;h) x&c). 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
Proof. Clearly, for ail p, 1 < p < co, we have 
I/ H - H@) lllD < // H - H* 112, + I/ H* - Hta) &. (3.41) 
By our assumption, the first term on the right approaches zero as h -+ 0. The 
proof will thus be completed if we can show that, as K + l-, the second term 
approaches zero independently of h, whenever h > 0 is sufficiently small. 
Now we have by Minkowski’s inequality that 
II H* Ils < II H 112, + II H - H* 112, . (3.42) 
Since the right side of this inequality approaches 11 HIID as h -+ 0, it follows 
that {hl/“H(jh + &h)}j”,-m E I? for all h > 0 sufficiently small.4 
Setting 
Hi = H(jh + +h), (3.43) 
we have 
II H* - ma) IIn = j/ c WG* - xi1 IjD 
j 
= (; I::‘” 1 T H,ki*W - xd41 I’d+” 
= (h c ,:,l 1 C H&*(hx) - xi(hx)] I* dx)“‘. 
(3.44) 
6 j 
4 It is also trivial to show that if {V~~H(jh f  $h)},T-, E P, then 
h C H(jh + &)X,*(X) + H(x) in D(R), as h + O+. 
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We now use Lemma 3.4 to bound the term [xj*(hx) - xj(hx)] on [s, s + 11, 
and then use Lemma 3.5 to get 
Since /I(K) = O((I - K)*) as k + l-, the right side can be made as small as 
we please by taking K sufficiently close to 1, provided h > 0 is sufficiently 
small. 
This completes the proof. 
4. FACTORIZATION OF THE APPROXIMATE TRANSFORMED KERNEL 
4.1. Some known Properties of Fourier Transforms. 
Let 9 denote the set of all Fourier transforms F of functions f ELM, i.e., 
F(x) = j, eiztf(t) dt. 
It is well known that F ELM, and that 
f(t) = & I, e-iz*F(x) dx. 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
Thus everyf E L2(R) is also in 9. 
Let 92+(9X’-) denote that subset of functions F ~92 for which f(t) = 0 
if t < 0 (t >, 0). Hence if we replace (4.1) by an integral from - 00 to 0 plus 
an integral from 0 to co, we see that for every F E W there exist unique func- 
tions F+ E.%?+ , F- ~92~ such that F = F+ + F- . 
By replacing x by z E Q+ in the Fourier integral representation (4.1) of a 
function G* E &‘+ , we can deduce that there exists a function G(z) which 
is analytic in 52, , uniformly bounded in {,z : z = x + ir, y  3 S} for each 
S > 0, such that G(x + iO+) = G*(x) a.e. on5 R. 
6 Henceforth we shall not distinguish between G and G*. 
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If G E 99, and G+ ES?+ and G- E 92’_ are the unique functions such that 
G = G, + G- , then these functions also have the representations 
and 
(4.4) 
If we set x = x + $J in (4.3), x = x - ij~ in (4.4), and take the limits as 
y-+0+, we get the equations 
and 
G,(x + iO+) + G-(x + iO-) = G(x) (4-5) 
G+(x + iO+) - G-(x + iO-) = X(G) [xl, (4.6) 
where S(G) is the Hilbert transform of G, given by 
X(G)[x] = 2 j, E dt, (4.7) 
and where the integral in (4.7) is interpreted as a principal value integrai. In 
view of (4.5) and (4.6) we also have 
G+(x + iO+) = B {G(x) + z(G) [xl>, 
G-(x + iO-) = & {G(x) - X(G) [xl}, 
(4.8) 
for all x E R. 
If f ELM and if F E 9 is the Fourier transform of f, then Parseval’s 
theorem states that 
llfllz = GWt II F 112 . (4.9) 
Let %Y denote the set of all Fourier transforms F of functions f ELI(R), 
given by (4.1). If F, G EW, then H = FG E W. The corresponding 
“product” h(t) in L1(R) is given by 
h(t) = j .f(4& - T) dT- (4.10) 
R 
Let W+(K) denote that subset of functions FEW for which the corre- 
sponding f(t) = 0 if t < 0 (t > 0). Using (4.10), it is easily seen that if 
F,, G,EW+, thenF+G+EW+. 
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The elements of YY are continuous and uniformly bounded on R, and the 
elements of w+(K) are continuous and uniformly bounded on D+(&). 
Furthermore, the Riemann-Lebesque lemma tells us that if G EYY, then 
G(X) -+ 0 as x -+ f co. Note also by (4.8) that if G ~rllT then &‘(G) is 
continuous and uniformly bounded on R. 
If F E W and G E YY, then FG E 9. We note that if F, G E W then FG E W 
if and only if FG eL2(R). It follows thus that if F+ , G+ ES?+ , and if 
F+G+ E L2(R), then F+G+ E W, . 
We have not given any detailed proofs of the results stated in this section, 
since these results are well known and can be found in many books on Fourier 
transforms (see Rudin [6], Tit&marsh [8]). 
4.2. Factorization of Exponential of Transforms of Functions in both Ll(R) 
and L2(R). 
Let H(x) be the Fourier transform of h,(t) E L’(R) n L2(R), and let 
1 - H(x) # 0 (4.11) 
on R and 
- s & arg[l - H(x)] = 0.R (4.12) 
In this case, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. The function log[l - H] E YY n 92. 
Proof. Since h,(t) EU(R), it follows by the Riemann-Lebesque lemma 
that there exists a number M > 0 such that whenever x E R - (- M, M), 
then 1 H(x)1 < 6. The condition (4.12) implies that log[l - H(x)] -+ 0 as 
x -+ & co. Hence, whenever x E R - (- M, M), then 
1 log[l - H(x)]] = / - ni1F 1 < I H(x)1 %ZO I H(x)ln < 2 I H(x)1 * 
(4.13) 
Consequently, 
I 1 log[l - H(x)]12 dx R 
(4.14) 
< jyM 1 log[l - H(x)]12 dx + 4 I,_,_, M) I H(x)12 dx, 
and, therefore, log[l - H] E La(R), i.e., log[l - H] E W. That 
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log[l - H] EW follows from the Wiener-Levy theorem (see, e.g., Krein 
r44, p* 1751). 
THEOREM 4.2. If hi(t) EL’(R) nL2(R) and, ;f (4.11) and (4.12) are 
satisfied, then there exist unique functions H+ E W+ n 9.+. , H- E W- n W- 
such that 1 + H+(z) (1 + H-( x )) is analytic in Q+(Q-), continuous, bounded and 
#O on 0+&L) and such that 
[l - H(x)]-~ = [l + H+(x)] [l + H-(X)] (4.15) 
for all x E R. 
Proof. That there exist functions H+ E ‘%I+ , H- E %?I which satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 4.2 is shown in [4, pp. 179-1801. We shall show that 
H+ E G%+ , H- E BJ- . Since log( 1 - H) E 9, there exists h ELM such that 
Therefore, 
- log[l - H(x)] = I, ei”Q(t) dt. (4.16) 
log[l + H+(x)] = jy eWl(t) dt EL%+ . (4.17) 
The inequality 
I H+(x)1 = I expWd1 + H+(x)]) - 1 I 
G I Wl + H+WI 2~ I 1 + KWI 
then implies that 
(4.18) 
II H+ II2 f II log[l + H+lllz ;tg 1 1 + H+(x)1 ’ (4.19) 
Since H+ E YY, it is uniformly bounded on R, and therefore H+ EW+ . 
Similarly, we can prove that H- ES?- . 
4.3. The Factorization of the Exponential of Approximate Transfwms. 
We now approximate [I - H(z)]-l by 1 + K(Z), where 
where 
1 + 44 = exp (F wd4) , (4.20) 
cj = - log[l - Hj] = - log[l - H( jh + ih)], (4.21) 
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and where xj is defined in (2.16). For convenience of notation in the proofs 
of the results of this section, we also define c(t), c*(t), c@)(t), and H*(t) by 
c(t) = - log[l - H(t)], 
c*(t) = c cjXj*(t), 
5 
c@)(t) = log[l + K(t)], 
H*(t) = c Hixi*(t), 
5 
(4.22) 
where xj* is defined in (3.19) and Hi in (3.43). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let h,(t) ELM n L2(R), and let the Fourier transform 
H(x) of h,(t) sutisfr 
IIH- H*II,+O (4.23) 
ash-to+. Then 
I/ c - 0) II9 + 0 (4.24) 
us (h, k) + (0+, l-) for aZZp E [2, co]. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove the lemma only for the cases p = 2 
and p = co, for if Q E L*(R) n L”(R) and 2 < p < co, then 
II8 IL = (I, I QW” dt)“’ G (es, ;;I I Q(W2 IR I Q(t)12 dt)“’ 
(4.25) , , 
= II Q Il!Z’-2)‘n, II Q II?‘. 
By Lemma 4.1, the function c E W n W. It follows therefore by the 
Riemann-Lebesque lemma that for any given E > 0 we can choose an M > 0 
such that whenever x E R - [- M, M] then 1 c(x)1 < c/4. Thus 
--(c,[-MM],;) +$ (4.26) 
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w(c, [- M, Ml, u> = sup I 44 - WI * (4.27) 
~,Y+-A4,Ml,I~Ylsu 
Since c E W, c is continuous on R, and the right of (4.26) can be made less 
than E by taking h > 0 sufficiently small. Hence 11 c - c* jlrn --j 0 as h j O+. 
Let us now show that 11 c - c* \I2 j 0 as h * 0’. By (3.42) and (4.23), we 
have h xi 1 Hj I2 bounded by a constant independent of h for all h > 0 
sufficiently small. Since H E W it follows by the Riemann-Lebesque lemma 
that there exists a constant M > 0 such that whenever x E R - [- M, M], 
then 1 H(x)] < i. Thus for all x E R - [- M, M], we have, using (4.13), 
that 
hx I ci I2 < c I hs[l - HjlP + 4h c I Hj I2 
i IjlS[+]+l ljb[+]+l 
(4.28) 
G h [2 ([F] + 1) + l] zg I 1ogP - Wx)lI + 4h C I Hj 12. 
5 
Thus h Cj 1 cj I2 is bounded by a constant independent of h for all h > 0 
sufficiently small. 
Let E > 0 be given, and let us choose M > 0 sufficiently large so that 
s R-r--M&f1 I 4t>12 dt -=c ($)2, (4.2% 
Then 
+U 
R-[--MA1 
1 4) - 7 cm*(t) 1’ dt)‘, i.e., 
II c - c* II2 < (2M4, E- M, IMI, W)“)* 
+(.I R-[--M M, I W2 dt)’ + (h c I cj lj*s (4*30) 
lil>[+] 
where W(C, [- M, M], u) is defined in (4.27). Since c EW, we can clearly 
choose h > 0 sufficiently small so that 11 c - c* II2 < E. 
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Since jl c - c* II9 -+ 0 as h -+ O+ for allp E [2, co], it follows from Theorem 
4.6 that 11 c - c@) ]js -+ 0 as (h, k) -+ (0+, l-). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.4 If (4.23) is satisfied as h + 0+, and if H+ and H- are defined 
as in Theorem 4.2 then there exist unique functions log(1 + K+) E C%, , 
log( 1 + K-) EL%?- such that 
log( 1 + K+) + log( 1 + K-) = lOg(l + K) (4.31) 
a.e. on R, and such that 
II log(l + H+> - log(l + K+)llz + 0 
11 log(l + IL) - lo& + K-)112 + 0 
(4.32) 
as (h, k) + (0+, l-). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 it follows that c(a) = log(1 + K) ~9, and hence 
there exists a unique function A(“) ELM such that 
log[l + K(X)] = 1, eizth(“)(t) dt. (4.33) 
Thus the unique decomposition of log(1 + K) E W into the sum of 
log( 1 + K+) E W, , log( 1 + K-) E 9?‘_ implies that 
log(1 + K+) = j,” eisthfa)(t) dt 
log(l + K-) = j”, einth(“‘(t) dt- 
(4.34) 
Upon combining (4.34) with (4.16) and using Parseval’s theorem, we have 
11 - log(l - H) - log(l + K)& = (27+j2 /I x - Ata) II2 . (4.35) 
If we now apply Parseval’s theorem to both sides of the inequality 
(1 O” 1 A(t) - A(@(t)j2 dt)’ < 11 h - A(*) II2 , (4.36) 0 
combine this with (4.17), (4.34), and (4.35) and use Lemma 4.3, we get 
(4.32). This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let 0(t) ELP(R), p E [2, co) and let the operator 2 be defined 
as in (4.7). Then 
II 80 II9 d BP Ii 0 IIJt I (4.37) 
where B is a constant independent of 0 and p. 
Proof. The theorem of Riesz [9, p. 231 yields 
II XV Ilo < A, Ii 0 11~ , (4.38) 
where [9, p. 241 
4At-lIP dt 
AD= o+/\/A2+t2 I’ 
m 
’ (4.39) 
and where A is a constant independent of p and 8. Upon evaluating the 
integral (4.39), we obtain 
A,=P 
L 
23+11pA1--ll~r (1 + $) I’ (1 - +) 
92 - &) 1 - (4*40) 
Since the quantity in square brackets on the right of (4.40) is uniformly 
bounded by a constant B, say, for p > 2, the inequality (4.37) follows. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let E,(x) be defined by 
E,(x) = (eZ - l)“, m>l, x>o. 
Then 
E,(x) = xm f  eim)xn, 
n==o 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
li~+~up 1 n!eim) I1ln = m. (4.43) 
Proof. The coefficients eLm’ are all positive, since the coefficients of the 
Taylor series expansion of e” - 1 are all positive. Eq. (4.43) is a consequence 
of the fact that Em(x)/xnz is an entire function of order 1 and type m. 
Using the notation (4.22) and the definitions (4.7) and (4.Q we easily 
verify the identity 
H+ - K+ = ef[c+jkl(c)l[l - e+d”)-~)] 
(444) 
+ ei[c(“)+deDwl [ 1 - eP.mc(@)+cq, 
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which yields 
11 H+ - K+ lip < 11 et[c+~(c)l IID0 I/ 1 - &“)-C) IID 
+ 11 ef[c(a)+“wl Ilrn 11 1 - &m@-d /I9 . 
(4.45) 
Using this inequality, we prove 
LEMMA 4.7. The function K+(z) (K-(z)) is una~ytic in G+(&). Also both 
functions K+(x + iy) and K-(X - iy) are uniformly bounded in {x + iy : y  > S} 
for each S > 0. Furthermore, 
11 H+ - K+ 112, - 0, 11 H- - K- /I9 -+ 0 (4.46) 
as (h, h) -+ (0+, l-) for each finite p 3 2. 
Proof. We restrict our attention to K+ , since the analysis for K- is similar, 
and we omit it. 
By Lemma 4.4, log(1 + K+) Es+ and therefore log[l + K+(x + iy)] is 
analytic in Q, and uniformly bounded in the region D, = {x + iy : y  > S}, 
for each 8 > 0. Consequently, K+(X + iy) is also analytic in 9, and uniformly 
bounded in D, . 
I f  we examine (4.45) we see that since c E Yk”, then Z’(c) E “K, and there- 
fore jl el’z(c+X(c)) ljco < cc. Since ~9) is essentially bounded by a constant 
independent of h and k for all h > 0 sufficiently small and k E (0, 1) suffi- 
ciently close to 1, we also have 
11 ef(J”‘+m(c)) llDD < a. 
Let us next examine the term jl 1 - e*(c’a’-c) /ID, p 3 2. Using Lemma 
4.3 and the inequality (4.25), we have 
II c (a) - c jlm < 11 P - c p-2)‘m 11 P - c II”,/“, 
By Lemma 4.6 we thus have 
m = 2, 3, 4 ,... . (4.47) 
11 1 - et(C(a)-c) 11: < go ep)(8)“+P 11 da) - c I]:$; 
< 2 e~‘(&)“+“II eta) - c ll:+n-2 11 P) - c 11,” , (4.48) 
?&=O 
so that 
11 1 - e*(J3-c) Ilp < 4 11 C(O) - c /jym 11 C(a) - c g/p * Ey”(: 11 IT(“) - c II,). 
(4.49) 
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Since both // eta) - c /I2 and /j eta) - c jlm --+ 0 as (h, k) + (O+, l-), we have 
II 1 - &“)--C) i/$ + 0 (4.50) 
as (h, k) + (O+, l-) for each finite p > 2. 
We now consider the term 
I/ 1 - e+*“(J”)-c) IIt , p > 2. 
Using Lemma 4.6, we have 
(4.51) 
By Lemma 4.5 we now replace the term II Z(0) - c)II,+,, by 
(P + 4 B II da) - c b+n 9 
and using the inequality (4.25) we replace 11 c(*) - c II,+ by 
II c (a) _ c p+4/b+d I, ,(a) _ c ~p+d~ co 
We thus obtain 
11 1 - ef.mJ”)-c) (ID < 11 c(Q) - c /y)D 11 c(@) - c II;/” f  an , (4.52) 
n=o 
where 
u, = $“(#‘+“(p + n)- B- Ij da) - c 11: . (4.53) 
Using the n-th root test for the convergence of an infinite series together with 
(4.43) and Stirling’s formula, 
n! = &nn+*e+ [l + 0 (;)I , 
as n -+ co, we find that 
lim+yp 1 a, I1ln = &#Ie /[ c@) - c I/- . (4.54) 
The series on the right of (4.52) converges whenever the right of (4.54) is less 
than 1. Since 110) - c Ilm -+ 0 as (h, k) + (0+, l-), the series L a, converges 
and its sum remains uniformly bounded for all h > 0 sufficiently small and 
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R E (0, 1) sufficiently close to 1. Since the factor multiplying this series on the 
right of (4.52) approaches zero as (h, k) -+ (O+, l-), it follows that 
aa (h, h) --c (O+, l-), for every tinitep > 2. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let p E [2, a~) and E > 0 be given. Then there exist numbers 
h, > 0 and h, E (0, 1) such that whenever h E (0, ho], h E [h, , l), there also 
exist unique functions K+ , z+ ES?+ n Lp(R), K- , z- ~9~ n Ls(R) such that 
1 + K = (1 + K+) (1 + K-) 
(1 + K)” = (1 + x+> (1 + 2-1 
a.e. on R. Moreover, 
2, = - K+/(l + K+) 
2s = - K-/(1 + K-) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
and 
11 H+ - K+ hn < ~9 11 H- - K- Ilrn < E (4.57) 
for all m E [2,p]. 
Proof. If we examine (4.20) and recall that log( 1 + K) EL%‘, it follows by 
proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, that there exist unique functions 
log(1 + x+) ~3?+ , log(1 + z-) E 9Z’_ such that 
- lOg(l + K) = lOg(l + Z+) + lOg( 1 + Z-). 
Since, however, we also have the unique representation 
(4.58) 
log( 1 + K) = log(l + K+> + lo& + K->, (4.59) 
where log(1 + K+) ~9, , log( 1 -/- K-) ~g... , it follows that 
lOg( 1 + 2,) = - lOg(l + K+), lOg(l + Z-) = - lOg( 1 + K-). 
By proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, we deduce that if h > 0 is 
sufficiently small, and if k E (0, 1) is sufficiently close to 1, then 
X+ E Sk?+ n L”(R) and X- E i&f’_ n Lm(R) for all m E [2, p]. 
The equations (4.56) thus follow. The inequalities (4.57) follow from 
Lemma 4.7. 
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5. THE EXPLICIT SOLUTION OF THE APPROXIMATE EQUATION 
5.1. The Wiener-Hopf Technique Applied to an Approximation. 
We shall assume that (1 .l) has a unique solution, and that this solution can 
be obtained by the classical Wiener-Hopf technique. If  we add a function 
p E L2(R) to the right of (1. l), where p(t) = 0 for t > 0, such that the resulting 
equation is satisfied for all t E R, and then take the Fourier transform of the 
resulting equation, we get 
F+(x) [l - fW1 = G+(x) + e(x), (5.1) 
where Hc%Q”nB?‘, F+, G+~*ty;n9?‘, and P-E%?~&. It is now 
easy to proceed via analytic techniques, to the solution of (1.1). In practice, 
however, the chief difficulty is obtaining the factors 1 + H+(x), 1 + K(x) 
such that Theorem 4.2 is satisfied. 
Instead of analyzing (5.1), we make the approximation 
1 
1 - H(z) 
= exp{- log[l - H(z)]} s 1 + K(Z), 
where K(z) is defined in (4.20), and replace (5.1) by the equation 
$3’ 
+=G ++’ 
I+K + *  
(5.3) 
We then seek a function Fp’ E W, n L4(R) such that (5.3) is satisfied, where 
pl”’ E PA?‘_ n L4(R). 
THEOREM 5.1. If h > 0 is su@iently small, and if k E (0, 1) is suficiently 
close to 1, then there exist uniquefunctions Gy’ E W, n L*(R), Gy’ E 92- n L*(R) 
such that 
K-G, = G$) + G”’ (5.4) 
and such that the Eq. (5.3) has a unique solution Fp’ ES+ n L4(R) given by 
F:) = (1 + K+) [G+ + G!f’], (5.5) 
where K+ ES+ n LB(R) and K- E 9?- n L*(R) are dejned as in Theorem 4.8. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 it follows that if h > 0 is suffi- 
ciently small, and if k E (0, 1) is sufficiently close to 1, then there exist unique 
functions K+ E 9, n LB(R), K- E w- n L8(R) such that the equation 
1 + K = (1 + K+> (1 + ‘C) (5.6) 
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is satisfied a.e. on R. Multiplying (5.3) through by 1 + K- and using (5.6), 
we have 
F (a) 
+ = G, + K-G+ + (1 + K-) P!?. 
1 + K+ 
Now if we assume that P?’ E CX’- n L4(R), it follows that (1 + K-) P?' E B'_ . 
Also, since G+ is uniformly bounded on R, K-G+ E W n L*(R). Hence there 
exist unique functions Gy’ ES+ , GF) E&?‘_, such that (5.4) holds. In fact, 
using (4.8) together with Riesz’s theorem [9, p. 231, it is clear that 
Gy’ E g+ n L*(R), G?’ E g- n L8(R). Thus, using (4.56), we have 
Fja' - @7?' - G, - Gt) = G(l) +(l + K-)@, (5.8) 
where x+ E&Y+ n L8(R). By assumption, Fy’ E &?+ n L4(R). Therefore, on 
the left of (5.8) we have a function in W, while on the right of (5.8) we have a 
function in W- . Since every function in 9 can be decomposed into the sum 
of a unique function in ,%+ plus a unique function in W- , it follows that both 
sides of (5.8) vanish identically. Hence using (4.56) again, we obtain (5.5). 
Clearly, since G, E&?+ n L”(R), GF’ E$?+ n L8(R), and K+ E L?Z+ n La(R), 
it follows using Schwarz’s inequality that the right of (5.5) is in B+ n L”(R), 
and it also follows from (5.3) that Py’ E.%?‘_ n L4(R). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. 
5.2. The Convergence of the Approximate Solution. 
Let us prove 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Fy’ be given by (5.5), and let Ft’ be the Fourier trans- 
form of the function f ta) E L2(R). If f (t) denotes the exact solution of (l.l), then 
Ilf -f@)ll2+0 
as (h, h) + (O+, l-). 
Proof. With (5.5) we also have 
W) 
F+ = (1 + H+) IT+ + V-G+)+I, (5.10) 
where the function H+ and H- are defined as in Theorem 4.2 and where 
the subscript (+) on the right of (5.10) denotes the component of H-G+ 
which is inW+ . Subtracting (5.5) from (5.10) we get 
F+ - Ff’ = (H+ - K+) G+ + [(H- - K-) G+]+ 
+ K+[(H- - K-) G+I+ - (H+ - K+> (H-G+)+. 
(5.11) 
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Now ifQERnLp(R),p<co, Q=Q++Q-, whereQ+ES?+, Q-E%- 
then by (4.8) and (4.38) we have 
where the constant C depends only on p. Therefore, taking L2 norms of each 
side of (5.1 l), we get 
II F+ - Ff) II < II G+ ltm II H+ - K+ 112 + c II G, llm II H- - K- l/2 (5.12) 
+ c’ II G, I/m II K+ II4 II H- - K- I/J + IW+H-1, Ilm II H+ - K+ 112 3
where C and c’ are finite constants. 
Because of Theorem 5.8 the right of (5.12) approaches zero as 
(4 4 + co+, 1-h and because Parseval’s theorem yields 
[If-f’“’ II2 = (2?+ IIF -F(U) 11% , 
(5.9) follows. 
5.3. The Explicit Factorization 
We prove 3 lemmas which will enable us to explicitly express the factors 
1 + K+ and 1 + K- referred to in Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. The function xi(z) dejined in (2.16) is analytic in G+ and G- 
with the exception of poles pz’ E Sz, , Fi’ E Sz- given by 
pi’ = jh + a,h, (5.13) 
where 
1 
a - m-j-I@> m = 0, & 1, & 2 ,..., (5.14) 
and where q is defined in (2.7). The residue ri) = rm of x(Z) at pz’ is 
(5.15) 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, it follows that the poles of xi(a) are simple, 
and are given by the solution of [l, p. 221. 
x-jh-h 
$‘Og( z-jh ) 
-K+iK’=(l-2m)K’i 
m=O, f  1, f2 ,.... (5.16) 
Solving this equation for z = pz’, we obtain (5.13). 
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The residue rl) of x&z) at pg’ is obtained as follows: According to [ 1, p. 181, 
the residue of snu at u = (1 - 2m) iK’, m = 0, f  1, f  2 ,..., is l/K. Hence, 
after a simple computation using (2.16), we have 
(5.17) 
Note that because rz’ is independent of j, we have dropped the superscript 
j of rz) in (5.15). 
Since x3(z) is real when z is real, x&z) also has poles pz’ with residues f, , 
where p:’ and r, are given in (5.13) and (5.15). 
LEMMA 5.4. The function x&z) defined by (2.16) has the explicit representa- 
tion 
(5.18) 
where pz’ and r, are defined by (5.13) and (5.15), respectively. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, it follows that xj ELM and also that xj ~9. 
Hence there exists a unique function 23(t) eL2(R) given by 
ii?&) = & s 
e-int,y3(x) dx. (5.19) 
R 
We can explicitly evaluate this integral by applying contour integration and 
using the results of Lemma 5.3. We thus obtain 
iCr,e - , i,(j) t t<O 
&ii(t) = m 
I 
- i C f,e-i&’ t, 
(5.20) 
t > 0. 
m 
I f  we now take the Fourier transform of the right of (5.20) and perform 
termwise integration, we get (5.18). 
LEMMA 5.5. If the conditions of Theorem 4.8 are satisjed, then the function 
K+(z) and K-(X) referred to in Theorem 4.8 have the explicit representation 
(5.21) 
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Proof. From Lemma 5.4 and Eq. (4.20), we have 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we obtain 
lOg[l + K-(Z)] = c ci c ~ 
j 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
from which we get (5.21). 
THEOREM 5.6. If the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are satisjied, then the 
function Fy’ in (5.5) is the Fourier transform of the function f (a), which is given 
for t > 0 by 
f  @l(t) = & j, eeizt[l + K(X)] G+(X) dx 
1 0 
(5.24) 
-- 
s (1 4+ -m R 
e-iY(+)K+( y) dy) (J ,^ e-i27K-(x) G+(x) dx) dT, 
and by f  @l(t) = 0 if t < 0. 
Proof. From (5.7) we have 
Ff’ = (1 + K) G+ - (1 + K+) (K-G+)- 
= ((1 + K) G, - K+(K-G+)-)+ 5 
(5.25) 
where the subscript (+) denotes the unique component in W, of an element 
in B. If  t > 0, then the right of (5.25) is clearly the Fourier transform of the 
right of (5.24). 
Using the representations (5.21), it is now possible to evaluate the integrals 
in (5.24) by any suitable method, such as, by using residues. 
5.4. The Case k = 1 
Let z E 52, . I f  xi* is defined as in (3.19), we have 
(-&*)+ (z) = & jih+h -.c = 
t-z jh 
jhfh--z 
1 jh--z ’ 
(5.26) 
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where the subscript (+) denotes the unique component of xj* in $2, . In 
view of Theorem 3.6, and Lemma 5.4 and its proof, it follows that 
+&&.log(~~j;~;Z) 
m m 
as k ---f l-, for all z E Q+ . Consequently, as k + l-, 
(5.27) 
where 
1 + K+(X) -+ 1 + H+“@), (5.28) 
1 + H+*(z) = exp 17 & log ( jAjz” z “) 1 . (5.29) 
We also extend the domain of H+*(z) up to and including the real line by 
defining 
1 + H+*(x) = $y+ 1 + H+(x + i), (5.30) 
whenever this limit exists. Furthermore, along with 
we define 
1 + H*(x) = exp 11 cjxj*(x)) , 
i 
(5.31) 
1 + H-*(x) = [l + H*(x)]/[l + H+*(X)]. (5.32) 
We then prove 
THEOREM 5.7. Let H+* and H-* be defined by (5.30) and (5.32), respec- 
tively. If f Cal(t) is dejined for t > 0 by 
f tb)(t) = & 1, 1 2g;x) e-izt dx 
(5.33) 
1 0 -- 
s (S 4n" -co R 
e--iv(t--7)H+*(y) dy) (1, e-‘2TH-*(x) G+(x) dx) dT, 
and by f cb)(t) = 0 if t < 0, where H(x) is deJined as in (5.1), and ;ff (t) denotes 
the exact solution of (l.l), then 
as h-O+. 
Ilf -f (b) 112-+0 (5.34) 
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Proof. Eq. (5.33) is obtained from (5.24) by letting k + l- and h - 0.’ 
in the first term on the right of (5.24) and by letting K---f l- in the second 
term on the right of (5.24). The relation (5.34) thus follows from Theorem 
5.2. 
Remark 5.8. If we take the Fourier transform of both sides of the equation 
e(t) = j h,(t - T) O(T) dT f g(t), tER, (5.35) 
R 
where h,(t) and g(t) are the same as in ( 1. l), it then follows that the first term 
on the right of (5.33) is the solution O(t) of (5.35). In light of this, Theorem 
5.7 tells us that as h + Of, the second term on the right of (5.33) converges to 
the exact correction which we must add to the solution 8(t) of (5.35) so that 
the resulting function satisfies (1.1). 
5.5. A Quadrature Method 
In this section we shall develop a quadrature method which will enable 
us to obtain an approximation to f cb)(t) in (5.33). 
Let - 1 < Re /3 < 1, and consider the problem of evaluating the integral 
+h 
I= t%(t) dt, 
where we define 
I eni / t Is @ = 1 t /a if t<O if t > 0. (5.37) 
The function g(t) is assumed to have a continuous and uniformly bounded 
second derivative on (- $h, &h). We approximate I as follows: 
Is wd-- 4 4 + wsdW, (5.38) 
choosing zur and wa so that the approximation (5.38) is exact for g = 1 and 
g = t. This leads to the equations 
(5.39) 
w1+ wz = A@& (1 + e”ie), 
- w, -I- “a = * (1 - e”is), 
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which have the solution 
If g has a continuous and uniformly bounded second derivative on 
(- +A, Qh), then it is readily verified using Peano’s theorem (see Davis 
[14, p. 701) that the error using (5.38) is O(F+fi) as h --+ Of. 
Now in view of (5.29), we see that 
where 
1 + H+*(z) = (z -jh)aJ y&), (5.41) 
Cj-1 - Cj 
Pi = zni 9 (5.42) 
and where n(x) has a uniformly bounded second derivative on (j/z - ah, 
jh + $h). Hence using (5.36) (5.38), and (5.40), we may approximate the 
integral 
J = j, [l + H+*(x)1 &I h (5.43) 
where g is an arbitrary function of compact support on R that has a uniformly 
bounded second derivative on R, by S,, , where 
%k = C [wl,jYj(jh - 3h)g(.@ - +A) + wZ.j'Yj(jh +Bh)g(jh + @I, (5.44) 
f 
where we have replaced w, and ws in (5.40) by w1.j and wz,i , respectively. 
Now using (5.39), we have 
(z - jh)“j yj(z) = (z - jh - h)‘j+l yj+l(z), (5.45) 
and, therefore, from (5.41) it follows that 
Sa=$cWj[l +H,*(jh+Gh)]g(jh+-&h), (5.46) 
3 
W = 4 - Bj + Cj(Aj + Bj) + Aj+l- Bj+, + C.Lfl(Aj+, + Bj+Jt 
(5.47) 
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and where 
&= l 
m+ 
Cj = pfll. (5.48) 
Since the error in (5.38) is O(h3+s) as h + 0+, the error, using (5.46), is 
O(h2+s*) as h --+ Of, where /3* = rninu) - (1 j$ I). Since & = o(1) as h + O+, 
/3* = o(1) as h -+ 0+, and, therefore, S, converges to J as h -+ O+. 
Similarly, setting 
(5.49) 
and defining Wj’ by 
Wi’ = Aj’ - Bj’ + C,(A,’ + B,‘) + A;,, - B;,, + C2&(A;+, + Bi/+l), 
(5.50) 
we may approximate the integral 
by Sh’, where 
J’ = j-, [I + H-*(x)] g(x) dx (5.51) 
&‘=+c W,‘[l +H-*(jh+;h)]g(jh++). (5.52) 
3 
If g is the same as in (5.43), we again have J’ - S,’ = O(hs+fl*) as h -+ O+, 
where /I* = o(1) as h + Of. 
Now consider the function 
C,(x) = t C w,‘[l + H-*(jh + 441 g(.$ + 44 
X sin c 
( 
x-jh-+h 
) h ’ 
(5.53) 
where 
sin TX 
sin cx = - , 
TX 
(5.54) 
which approximates [l + H-*(x)] g(x) on R. If we integrate C,(x) over R, we 
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obtain JR C,(x) dx = S,‘, where S,,’ is given in (5.52). Multiplying Ch(t) by 
ei~t and integrating termwise, we find that the Fourier transform of Ch(t) is 
Ca(x) = I, eiEtCa(t) dt 
We now use (5.46), (5.52), (5.53), and (5.55) to approximate the integrals 
on the right of (5.33). Thus, 
s 
e--i~+-7)H+*(Y) dj, 
R 
g $ c 1 W, [ 1 + H+* (jh + t h)] - 41 e--i(ia+fh)(t--7) 
5 
(5.56) 
if It-71 <T 
-0 = if 1t-71>$ 
and 
s 
e-izrH-*(x) G+(x) dx 
R 
&c~w;[I +H-*(jh++h)] -41G+(jh+~h)e-t(js+ta)T 
3 
(5.57) 
if ITI >; 
-0 if = IT/<;. 
Upon writing 
G+(x) 
1 - W4 
e-izt dx = .e!v 
s 22T R 
G+(x) e-ixt dx 
R 
G+(x) H(x) -. 
(5.58) 
+& j, 1 -H(x) e ‘St dxp 
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noting that the first term on the right of (5.58) is just g(t), applying the Euler- 
Maclaurin formula to the second term on the right of (5.58), and substituting 
(5.56) and (5.57) into (5.33), we obtain the approximate solution 
-&(f-t)*C/U:[l +H+*(jJz+$A)] -41 
j 
. 1 W; [ 1 + HP* (jh + + h)] - 41 G+ ( jh + + h) e--l(jh+*A)t 
-I & c !W [l + H+* (3 + +h)] - 41 
3fS 
(5.59) 
x (W,l[l + H-“(sh + ah)] - 4) 
-G+(sh+;h) 
e-i(jA+fA)t _ (- l>j-s e-i(sA+$h)t 
j-s 
valid for 0 < t < r/h. Outside of (0, r/h), we set f(“)(t) = 0. 
It is again possible to show that l/f(c) - fllz + 0 ash + O+, wherefdenotes 
the exact solution of (l.l), provided that H(x), H+(x), H-(x) and G+(X) are 
sufficiently smooth on R, and that they approach zero sufficiently rapidly as 
x + f 00. More specifically, the following theorem is valid. 
THEOREM 5.9. If 
II 
H(x) G+(x) _ c 
1 - H(x) 
Wjh + 3h) G+(jh + i4 x,*(x) 
1 - H(jh + $4 3 /I 
~ o (5.60) 
i 2 
11 H+(x) - 1 Wdl + H+(ih + V41 - 41 /Ia + 0 (5.61) 
j 
as h + 0+, where Wj is defined as in (5.59), if f  (t) denotes the exact solution of 
(1.1) and if f  (c) is giwen for t E (0, n/h) by (5.59), and f  fc)(t) = 0 if 
t E R - [0, m/h], then 
as h -+ O+. 
Ilf -f@) l/2+ 0 (5.62) 
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Proof. Under the conditions (5.60) and (5.61) it is readily seen that 
Ij c (wj’l.1 + fL*(jh + @)I - 4) xi*(x) - E(x) jil -+ 0 (5.63) 
3 
as h -+ Of, and therefore, using Theorem 5.7, it follows that 
11 f @) -f h) ]I2 + 0, 
where f cb) is defined as in Theorem 5.7. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
We shall illustrate the previous theory on the problem 
f(t) = -& j,” cosy f 7 + t4e-3t, 
W 2 
where f (t) = 0 if t < 0, and in the notation of (l.l), 
g(t) = jr-3t 
if t 2 0, if 
t < 0. 
h,(t) = & (cash +)--l. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
A problem of the type (6.1) with the kernel as in (6.2) has also been considered 
by Heins [lo]. We shall compute an approximate solution of (6.1) using both 
(5.24) and (5.59). 
Using the formulas [l, pp. 314-3151 
which converge very rapidly, unless q is very close to 1, we compute 
K = + e32. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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Thus if q = 4, we require only 5 terms in each of the series in (6.3) to compute 
K and K correct to 6 significant figures. Thus for q = 4 , (6.3) and (6.4) yield 
k = 0.999994, K = 7.11943. (6.5) 
Note by Theorem 3.4 that for this value of k, xj differs from xj* by less than 
2 x 10-B. 
Taking Fourier transforms of g(t) and h,(t) we obtain 
H(x) = ---IL- ) 
cash TX 
(6.6) 
For these values of H(x) and G+(x), we compute K+ and K- using h = 77/T/60 
and Lemma 5.5, and then evaluate the integrals in (5.24) by use of the 
Euler-Maclaurin formula (see [5]). S imilarly, we substitute directly into 
(5.59), using h = 7r/60. The valuesf(a)(t), f  @J(t) and the exact value off(t) 
are given in Table I for t = .2, .4, .6, .8 and 1.0. The computations were 
done in FORTRAN IV on the CDC 4400 at the University of Montreal. 
The results obtained are correct to approximately two significant figures. 
TABLE I 
t f’“‘(t) f’“‘(t) f(t) 
.2 .0118 .0115 a093 
.4 .0181 .0178 .0165 
.6 .0317 .0319 .0307 
.8 .0479 .0483 a468 
1.0 .0612 .0611 .0597 
7. CONCLUSION 
In Eqs. (5.24), (5.33), and (5.59), we have obtained explicit approximate 
solutions of (1.1). 
Unless a very accurate solution is desired, (5.24) is just as easy to use as (5.33) 
and (5.59) since the m-th term in, e.g., ZJ~/(Z - &‘) in (5.21) is O(q’“‘) 
and, therefore, this series converges quite rapidly if q < 8 . We remark, in 
particular, that the parameter k --+ 1 much more rapidly than q. In the example 
of Section 6, we took q = g and found k = 0.999994. Using the asymptotic 
estimates [l, p. 1 I] K N log(4/1/1 - K2), K’ - m/2 as k -+ l-, we find, 
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setting 4 = 1 - X, that 1 - K N 8 exp(- rr2/x) as x + O+. Since the error 
of the approximation of xi Z&xi* by xi Hjxj is of order (1 - K)* in D(R) 
as k --f l-, the additional error in the solution due to using k < 1 instead of 
k = 1 of order exp(- 7r2/3x) as x 4 Of. 
It would be of interest to know the rate of convergence off (~1 to f as 
h + O+. Comparing with the known results concerning the error of the Euler- 
Maclaurin formula [5], we expect that if H(x + iy) and G+(x + iy) are analy- 
tic in the strip {X + iy : / y 1 < 4} for some d > 0, then Ilf -f fc) II2 converges 
to zero is no faster than O(e-aVdlh) as h ---f 0. 
Lemma 4.7 and its proof allow for other approximations than those 
developed here. If eta) is any approximation of c (see Eq. (4.22)) such that 
// c - c(*) IIB can be made as small as we please for p = 2 and p = co, then 
the proof of Lemma 4.7 still goes through, and we obtain an approximate 
solution of the problem (1 .l) which can be made to differ from the exact 
solution by as little as we please. Thus other approximations cfa) are 
possible, which yield explicit approximate solutions of the problem (1.1). 
Some of these approximations may converge to the exact solution (1.1) much 
more rapidly than (5.24) or (5.59). 
With regards to the possibility of developing numerical methods that do 
not require Fourier transforms, we mention the papers [12] and [13]. In [12], 
Shinbrot describes a constructive method of solving (1.1) in the case when 
1 - H(x) > 0 on R. In [13] Kagiwada, Kalaba, and Schumitzky develop a 
representation formula for the solution of 
44 4 = g(t) + j-Z W, y) U(Y, 4 4, o<t<x, (7-l) 
0 
where k(t, y) = k(y, t). Both papers [ 121 and [13] develop different and 
interesting theories and the development of a direct numerical method 
based on either of these seems to be worthwhile, especially for the numerical 
treatment of problems of the type (1.1) in the case when the kernel h,(t) is 
singular. 
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